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STELLAR JOCKEYS OCTOBER NEWSLETTER
Welcome to your monthly Stellar Jockeys newsletter for October 2023. This

month we're showing o� some of the new gibs in Brigador Killers.

Benjamin, Stellar Jockeys

Gibs n' Squibs

This month's Brigador Killers development post takes a look at the gib

e�ects that get generated when you start shooting at things in the game.

No infantry were harmed in the making of this month's post... much.

Read October's BK Dev Post

Olive Drab Everything... Results!
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The Olive Drab Everything miniature painting contest on our discord

server has wrapped. Dozens of photos were pored over by the community

jury. They have concluded that the runners up were:

MikeMurdoc

Briggs

DoktorSaftig

Who will receive a patch of their choice from our store. Meanwhile the

winners were:

Bennet Speergreifer

RWAY

Dapper Platypus

ImperatorSpookyosa

GetKraken

These �ne painters will receive something... a bit more interesting that is

also coming to the Stellar Jockeys merch store soon*. You can see

everyone's submissions to the competition via the linked album below

View Olive Drab Everything Archive

(*It would have happened sooner but the time spent redesigning the packaging for new and current

store items pushed back the release)

Community Spotlight

Flyingdebris did a paintover of the infamously menacing JJBA panel with

BK's Hundo mascot and Lil' Buddy...
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...Zi imagined what it would be like for Prism-Kun to work in the service

industry...



...and also ri�ed on the famous cover of Sonic Adventure...

...but no month's newsletter could be dispatched without a Juntti

contribution, obviously.



Still haven't joined our discord server? You're missing out on all the other

contributions that end up in the #becks_best channel each month.

Join Our Discord Server

Next Month

Our very own Hugh Monahan is scheduled to be interviewed as part of

GXDE on Twitch on November 9th at 15:30 UTC. Drop by the chat if you

want to hear Hugh talk about Brigador Killer's development.
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